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	From Bricks to Brains introduces embodied cognitive science and illustrates its foundational ideas through the construction and observation of LEGO Mindstorms robots.


	Discussing the characteristics that distinguish embodied cognitive science from classical cognitive science, the book places a renewed emphasis on sensing and acting, the importance of embodiment, the exploration of distributed notions of control, and the development of theories by synthesizing simple systems and exploring their behavior. Numerous examples are used to illustrate a key theme: the importance of an agent's environment. Even simple agents, such as LEGO robots, are capable of exhibiting complex behavior when they can sense and affect the world around them.


	Michael Dawson is professor of psychology at the University of Alberta. Brian Dupuis as a research assistant in psychology and Michael Wilson is a biology undergraduate, both at the University of Alberta.
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Modern C Quick Syntax Reference: A Pocket Guide to the Language, APIs, and LibraryApress, 2018

	
		Discover how C's efficiency makes it a popular choice in a wide variety of applications and operating systems with special applicability to wearables, game programming, system level programming, embedded device/firmware programming and in Arduino and related electronics hobbies in this condensed code and syntax guide. This book...
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Advances in Evolutionary Computing for System Design (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
Evolutionary computing paradigms offer robust and powerful adaptive search mechanisms for system design. This book includes thirteen chapters covering a wide area of topics in evolutionary computing and applications including: Introduction to evolutionary computing in system design; evolutionary neuro-fuzzy systems; evolution of fuzzy controllers;...
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Theoretical Computer Science - Proceedings of the 10th Italian Conference on Ictcs '07World Scientific Publishing, 2007

	Many researchers from different countries converged at the 10th Italian Conference on Theoretical Computer Science (ICTCS 2007) to discuss recent developments in theoretical computer science. The volume contains all contributed papers selected for presentation with the invited lectures delivered. The subjects of this book range from logical...
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Modern Crop Protection CompoundsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	The leading reference on this topic has just gotten better. Building on the success of the previous two editions, all the chapters have been updated to reflect the latest developments in the field, and new chapters have been added on picolinic acids, oxathiapiprolin, flupyradifurone, and other topics.
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Mac OS X Lion In Depth (2nd Edition)Que, 2011

	Beyond the Basics…Beneath the Surface…In Depth


	 


	Mac OS X Lion  in Depth


	Do more with Mac OS X Lion–in less time!


	 


	Mac OS X Lion...
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Application Design for Wearable Computing (Synthesis Lectures on Mobile and Pervasive Computing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008
Mobile access is the gating technology required to make information available at any place and at any time. Its application domains range from inspection, maintenance, manufacturing, and navigation to on-the-move collaboration, position sensing, and real-time speech recognition and language translation. In the course of developing wearable systems...
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